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Good morning.  I am grateful, like my fellow panel members, for the work of our staff and the 
help of the Colorado Congressional delegation in planning this hearing.    I am also grateful for 
the leadership of Senator Feingold of Wisconsin, who sponsored the farm provisions of the 
Helping Families Save Their Homes Act of 2009, for directing our Panel’s attention to the 
impact of the financial crisis on America’s farm families. 

We are here today to take testimony on the impact on farm families of the financial crisis and the 
programs under the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, known to most Americans 
as the financial bailout.  We are going to do so by learning about the experiences of farmers and 
farm credit providers here in Weld County, where the failure of a major farm lender, New 
Frontier Bank, has made the issues of farm credit particularly urgent. 

Whether banks treat farmers fairly is one of the most enduring issues in American history.  From 
the time of George Washington, to the panics of the 1890’s, the Great Depression and the farm 
crisis of the 1980’s, the leaders of our nation have understood that one of the ways their 
leadership will be judged is by whether the financial system helps farmers grow the food that 
feeds the world, or whether the financial system in the words of one of our witnesses, lends 
farmers into foreclosure.   

 Today I hope we are able to address four questions in particular: 

1) What are the features of the farm credit system that insulated that system from so many 
of the destructive practices prevalent elsewhere in our credit system in the run up to the 
crash?  In this regard I am particularly interested in the consequences of the low levels of 
securitization in farm credit, and the prevalence of lending based on income rather than 
asset valuation. 

2) How do the policies of the Farm Service Agency and the Farm Credit System address 
restructuring loans for farm families in trouble?  Are there lessons to be learned both for 
addressing troubled farm loans in bank portfolios and for the broader home mortgage 
crisis? 

3) What has the effect been on farm credit of the federal government’s aid to the banks—
and in particular the way small banks have been treated differently than big banks. 

4) And finally, have we seen the large banks, the “too big to fail banks,” step in and lend 
here in Colorado in the wake of the failure of a major lender, New Frontier, that was 
clearly not major enough to be rescued? 
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We have heard a great deal about stress tests and bank recoveries.  The bonuses are flowing 
again on Wall Street.  My belief though is that the real stress test is not the one conducted by the 
Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve, but the one that is happening all over this country 
as business people seek credit.  If credit is not available—to small business people and large 
business people, to builders and to farmers, then we have not fixed our financial system, and the 
resulting downward pressure on our economy will inevitably breed more banking crises. 

So in a very real sense we are here not simply to learn about the state of the farm economy and 
the family farmer, but to learn about whether the TARP, the program Congress asked us to 
oversee, is actually working for all Americans.   

I look forward to the testimony, and I am grateful to the people of Greeley and Weld County for 
welcoming the Panel here today. 


